
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Consumer Speaks host, Rich Paul, Deloitte’s Audit & Assurance Consumer industry leader, and Jeff 
Ortwein, Deloitte’s Audit & Assurance Gaming sector leader 
 
Rich: Hey, it's Rich Paul, the Consumer Industry Leader for audit at Deloitte. Welcome to our Consumer 
Speaks podcast series, where you'll hear from industry leaders as they share their perspectives and 
insights on emerging topics impacting financial reporting in the consumer industry. Today's podcast we 
are discussing the financial reporting impact of sports wagering in the United States. Joining us today is 
our US Gaming Leader - Jeff Ortwein, to share an update and his perspectives. Jeff - what's going on with 
sports betting here in the US? 
 
Jeff: Currently there are six states with sports betting legislation, with several others still considering it. 
The states which have legalized sports betting and are currently accepting Wagers are Delaware, 
Nevada, New Jersey, Mississippi, West Virginia and New Mexico. Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and New 
York are expected to go live in 2019. 
 
Rich: As Jeff notes, regulations will vary state-by-state and will continue to be a key consideration for all 
companies operating within the sport betting industry. As gaming companies expand into new States, 
the individual sports betting regulations will need to be considered. Platforms will also need to be 
considered state by state. Will a company use an online platform, or will physical site be used, or both? 
Policies and platforms that work well in one state, may be limited in another state do the differences in 
the regulation. Jeff, can you speak to different platforms and the licensing process? 
 
Jeff: One of the major factors will be which entities will be granted licenses for sports betting 
operations. And whether online betting will be allowed. Market access requirements are tied to each 
State’s legislation as specific regulations. The precedent has historically been that land- based gaming 
operations (i.e. casinos, race tracks, lotteries) are required for sports betting operations with each 
respective state. Nevada and New Jersey allow online sports betting, however, Mississippi does not. 
Online sports betting has turned out to be wildly successful. 
 
Rich: Jeff, really interesting. Can you talk to technology and how that's fueling sports-betting growth? 
 
Jeff: Technology is vital to enhance the player experience. Currently many sports books in New Jersey 
and Nevada offer the option of betting on sports through a mobile application downloaded straight into 
your Android or iPhone. These apps allow customers to place wagers anywhere in the state. This 
enhances the player experience because it allows for players to place bets while that is going on; other 
known as In-game Wagering. Players do not need to be in the casino to place a bet on a match. Players 
are given an easy way to track their wins and losses. For the operators it provides an opportunity to 
increase their sports-betting play significantly, as well as enhance monitoring of compliance in areas 
such as “know-your-customer” for anti-money laundering.  



 
Rich: So, the use of online sports betting platforms are more convenient for users, but it is fairly 
uncharted territory. Hey Jeff, could you talk a little bit more about the considerations for online sports 
betting? 
 
Jeff: Yes, New Jersey allows remote new player sign-up, which is obviously much more convenient; 
whereas Nevada currently requires in-person new player sign up at a land-based casino. However, 
Nevada is currently in the process of changing their regulation. It is expected that the final regulations 
will align with those in New Jersey. 
 
Rich: How about other states? What regulations do they have for an online platform? 
 
Jeff: A significant safeguard for mobile sports betting is geolocation services. Gaming technology 
companies incorporate geolocation services to track each user's physical location to confirm that the 
individual is physically present in the specific state, at the time of placing a wager. 
 
Rich: Interesting - all the opportunity that these new regulations and laws are providing as a voice in 
sports betting. How about - is there any impact on M&A, or on new companies to disrupt the 
establishment in the gaming industry?  
 
Jeff: Over the past couple of months there have been numerous announcements of acquisitions, joint 
ventures and partnerships. Significant considerations be given to the pros and cons of partnering with 
an existing gaming technology company versus creating a new joint venture, or another opportunity. 
The option to own the source code and provide a unique customer experience needs to be weighed 
with the cost and opportunities in the respective market. 
 
Rich: So, as we're getting towards the end of our podcast, Jeff. How are gaming companies addressing 
some of the challenges you’ve highlighted for us here today? 
 
Jeff: It's important to engage professionals in different qualifications in these strategic decisions 
surrounding your company’s sports-betting footprint or desired footprint. A few examples; larger 
casinos are being forced to move quickly and need to consider third-party risk considerations related to 
prospective partners and perform adequate due-diligence on all parties. Obviously, cybersecurity, either 
performed on your own or relying on a third-party, must be a focus for stakeholders. This industry will 
be highly targeted by criminals for the massive data that's going to be coming out of this. Finally, your 
accountants and auditors need to be engaged and understand the sports betting industry. Not only from 
a reporting standpoint, but when considering the internal control environment, including Regulatory 
and financial reporting requirements for existing operations and newly formed joint ventures or 
partnerships in such a highly regulated industry and for the valuation of accounting issues that may arise 
in the formation of new entities or partnerships. 
 
Rich: Great summary and advice. What are some of the thoughts or potential expansion opportunities 
for other stakeholders such as the major sports leagues?  
 
Jeff: Right, The Leagues are looking for different ways to increase revenue as a result of legalized sports 
betting. One way is through asking for integrity or royalty fee for every wager placed on their sport, 
which the League's had originally put forth wanting to feed to be 1% of sports betting revenue. The 



leagues believe they should be compensated for providing accurate official data on the outcome of each 
play. However, initial states regulations in place do not allow an integrity or royalty fee.  
 
Rich: Jeff, thank you for the time, and for your insights today and the thoughtful summary of the current 
state of sports betting. As you have heard, there's a lot to consider but also a lot of opportunity. 
Especially as the regulatory landscape continues to expand and evolve. With more and more States 
legalizing sports betting, the financial regulatory and legal requirements are at the top of mind as 
gaming companies consider ways to embrace these new laws and regulations establish there sports 
betting platforms. If you would like to discuss this topic with our Deloitte experts, please contact me, 
Rich Paul, Deloitte’s consumer industry audit leader at rpaul@deloitte.com  or Jeff Ortwein, Deloitte’s 
gaming leader at jortwein@deloitte.com. Thanks! Talk to you next time. 
 

This podcast contains general information only and Deloitte is not, by means of this podcast, rendering 
accounting, business, financial, investment, legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This 
podcast is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for 
any decision or action that may affect your business. Before making any decision or taking any action 
that may affect your business, you should consult a qualified professional advisor. Deloitte shall not be 
responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this podcast. 
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